Abstract-Inspection tasks focus on observation of the environment and are required in many industrial domains. Inspectors usually execute these tasks by using a guide such as a paper manual, and directly observing the environment. The effort required to match the information in a guide with the information in an environment and the constant gaze shifts required between the two can severely lower the work efficiency of inspector in performing his/her tasks. Augmented reality (AR) allows the information in a guide to be overlaid directly on an environment. This can decrease the amount of effort required for information matching, thus increasing work efficiency. AR guides on head-mounted displays (HMDs) have been shown to increase efficiency. Handheld AR (HAR) is not as efficient as HMD-AR in terms of manipulability, but is more practical and features better information input and sharing capabilities. In this study, we compared two handheld guides: an AR interface that shows 3D registered annotations, that is, annotations having a fixed 3D position in the AR environment, and a non-AR picture interface that displays non-registered annotations on static images. We focused on inspection tasks that involve high information density and require the user to move, as well as to perform several viewpoint alignments. The results of our comparative evaluation showed that use of the AR interface resulted in lower task completion times, fewer errors, fewer gaze shifts, and a lower subjective workload. We are the first to present findings of a comparative study of an HAR and a picture interface when used in tasks that require the user to move and execute viewpoint alignments, focusing only on direct observation. Our findings can be useful for AR practitioners and psychology researchers.
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INTRODUCTION
I
NSPECTION tasks are required in many industrial domains. The term refers to the inspection of targets in an environment via observation, for example, the inspection of engine parts in a motor vehicle. The inspection of different types of targets in large environments such as factory floors or server rooms is also frequently required. The inspector is frequently aided by guides of various forms such as paper manuals that he/she uses to gain information and locate targets in the environment. In Japan, paper checklists are frequently used in real-world inspection tasks to record results. Neumann and Majoros [1] defined two forms of inspection task activities: 1) informal and 2) task-environment. Informal activities consist mainly of information matching, which refers to comprehending information and transposing it from a guide to the environment. As a part of information matching, the user is required to align the viewing angle. Task-environment activities refer to the actual inspection of a physical target in the environment by direct observation. In a situation where the user is a newly hired inspector or does not have knowledge about what he/she should inspect, an inspection using conventional guides entails two main problems: first, the informal activities of the user decrease his/her work efficiency [2] , and second, the need to shift his/her gaze according to the two forms of activities can severely increase the user's cognitive workload [3] .
Augmented reality (AR) allows the information in a guide to be directly overlaid on the environment. To overlay information, 6 degrees of freedom of the device's movement are estimated using tracking technologies, and then, the geometric relationship between the real and virtual worlds is unified. In general, this process is called registration in AR. AR has been shown to increase work efficiency [4] , [5] in various tasks, but the effectiveness of AR displayed on a handheld device for enabling efficient inspection has not been studied in depth. The main benefit of using AR in inspection in the case of newly-hired inspectors is that it allows them to conduct information matching more efficiently and reduces the number of necessary gaze shifts between the guide and the environment. The reduction in the number of these shifts can vary according to the AR display technology used.
Handheld AR (HAR) refers to AR displayed on handheld devices such as smartphones or tablet PCs. HAR provides a good means for the use of AR to become widespread because a vast number of suitable handheld devices already exist [6] . Handheld devices allow users to shift their gaze between the augmented representation of the environment (the screen of the device) and the real environment [7] . The devices are also highly mobile and can be considered to provide better information input and sharing capabilities than head-mounted displays (HMDs). However, many existing HAR guides are not considered effective in task support [8] , [9] . HMDs have frequently been used in task support because they allow users to constantly observe an augmented task environment, eliminating the need for gaze shifts entirely and thus increasing the efficiency of task completion. However, HMDs can give rise to severe safety issues in many industrial domains because the wearer's vision of the actual environment is impeded [10] . In addition, while physical manipulation is usually not required in inspection tasks, workers are frequently required to view traditional 2D information, such as text and charts, or share information with other workers. These tasks are more easily accomplished using a handheld device rather than the HMD.
In this work, we evaluated the effectiveness of using two different handheld guides in inspection tasks: a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)-based AR guide (Fig. 1a) and a non-AR picture guide (Fig. 1b) . Our evaluation involved two computer hardware inspection tasks that represented the real-world inspection of complex environments. In our opinion, the results of our research are in general transferable to many work support applications that require the observation of an environment that is unknown to the user. Observation is an essential part of inspection and other inspection activities are based on the results of an initial observation. Our results show that the AR interface allowed the user to work more quickly and produced a lower error rate, fewer gaze shifts, and a lower subjective workload score. A 3D virtual model-based guide can be considered an intermediate approach between the AR and the non-AR picture interface. However, the construction of a 3D model is not practical in an actual inspection scenario. For example, the arrangement of a server room is frequently changed as dictated by the conditions of the customer. In this case, the 3D model should be reconstructed to match the actual environment, a task that actual workers cannot easily accomplish. In contrast to the 3D virtual model-based interface, in SLAM-based AR [11] and non-AR picture interfaces the contents of the environment can easily be updated. For these reasons, we do not discuss the 3D virtual model-based interface in this paper.
The contribution of our work comprises the findings of a comparative user study. In contrast to a previous study [12] , our study was focused only on observation and the use of handheld devices to demonstrate that improved inspection efficiency does not depend on the benefits of more immersive AR technologies and that HAR is suitable for widespread adoption. This type of comparison has previously been performed only with HMD-AR. In contrast to tasks using HAR that are conducted from a fixed position [13] , our study tasks required users to move and to change their viewing angle. Our findings can facilitate HAR task support guide design as well as psychology research because they pertain to the effects of information matching in real-world tasks.
RELATED WORK
In the following section, we summarize related work on information matching and AR task support systems that Fig. 1 . We compared the effectiveness of a handheld AR (a) and a handheld picture (b) interface. The AR interface overlays 3D registered virtual annotations on the live representation of the task environment on the screen of the device. When the user changes the viewpoint to the left, the viewpoint on the screen changes correspondingly (a). The picture interface displays non-registered annotations on static images captured from a topdown viewpoint. When the user moves to the left, the viewpoint of the image does not change (b). Curved arrows illustrate the direction of movement.
allow user mobility. We focus only on mobile AR guides because it is essential that the user be able to move during inspection tasks.
Information Matching
Most frequently, information matching requires a person to mentally or physically rotate the displayed information to align it correctly. Several studies have been conducted on low level mental rotation tasks involving 2D [14] and 3D objects [15] . These studies showed an increase in task time according to the complexity of the required rotation. The effect of mental rotation and information alignment has been evaluated in real-world tasks, such as outdoor navigation [16] or object assembly [17] . The results reported in both [16] and [17] indicated that allowing users to rotate the guide can improve task performance. As mentioned, AR can decrease the need for information matching, thus reducing the overall cognitive workload. Robertson et al. [18] evaluated the use of different AR graphical presentations in an object assembly task. Their results showed that fully aligned AR is more effective than non-aligned AR or non-AR presentations.
Head-Mounted Displays
HMDs are often utilized for AR tasks, leaving the hands of the user free to manipulate the physical environment [12] , [19] , [20] . Previous research on AR using HMDs demonstrated performance benefits for a variety of tasks [4] , [21] . These benefits may be leveraged when using HAR when manipulation of the physical environment is not required. However, the effectiveness of using HMDs purely for observation tasks has not been validated.
Handheld Devices
Because handheld devices enable high mobility, HAR has frequently been evaluated in terms of outdoor navigation [22] , [23] but has not been shown to offer significant benefits compared to conventional navigation guides. Jung et al. [24] presented an HAR guidance system that displays annotations related to various indoor locations but did not conduct a comparative evaluation. Rauhala et al. [25] developed an HAR system that visualizes network sensor data for walls, allowing the inspection of wireless networks. The authors conducted only a preliminary study, which did not include a comparison with other systems. Makita et al. [26] developed an HAR indoor navigation and machine inspection system. They confirmed its suitability for real-world tasks in a preliminary evaluation. All the studies mentioned above concentrated on observation and did not require the user to physically manipulate the environment.
Hakkarainen et al. [27] developed an HAR assembly guide for small objects that displays 3D augmentation on still images of the environment. The authors conducted only a quantitative pilot study and did not compare their HAR guide to more conventional guides. Karlsson et al. [28] developed an HAR system that detects objects in an environment and displays 3D models overlaid on them showing hidden targets inside the objects. The system allows users to inspect the internal components of various machines. They conducted pilot studies to confirm the functionality of their system, but they did not perform an extensive study with real users. Tr€ askb€ aack and Haller [10] implemented a simple HAR tablet system for training oil refinery workers. They also created user requirements but did not evaluate their prototype. Liu et al. [13] evaluated HAR with and without realtime feedback in a simple device setup scenario where HAR was compared with conventional interfaces. They found that HAR did not offer any benefits, but the provision of real-time feedback allowed greater user efficiency than picture guides. Gauglitz et al. [29] , [30] developed an HAR prototype for remote collaboration that provides local and remote users with their own separate views. They compared their system to conventional guides and found the subjective feedback to be significantly more useful when 3D-registered AR annotations were provided. However, their objective measurement results, such as task completion time, showed no benefits.
Study Motivation
Although many related studies on information positioning and mental rotation exist, only a few implications for practical real-world tasks have been offered. Understandably, HMD-AR is frequently applied to tasks that require physical manipulation of the environment because HMD-AR allows hands-free use. However, the results obtained for HAR in past comparative studies are not similar. Although many of the past HMD-AR and HAR guides have been evaluated in some form of user study, most of these studies did not include comprehensive comparisons. Furthermore, previous HAR studies did not take full advantage of the capabilities of AR in terms of information matching. Our comparative study is the first in which HAR was used in complex tasks that focused on observation only and required the user to execute viewpoint alignments. The main goal of this study was to provide empirical validation of the benefits of using HAR as opposed to images in procedural observation tasks, for which there currently exists only anecdotal evidence. This validation was the main motivation for our user study.
USER STUDY
Study Design
We conducted an evaluation using computer hardware inspection tasks where the participants assumed the role of newly-hired inspection personnel who were unfamiliar with the environment that they were required to inspect. Fig. 2 shows an example of a test participant conducting the inspection. We used a within-group factorial study design with two independent variables (interface and task), both with two levels (2 Â 2). We took three objective measurements: task completion time, error rate, and number of gaze shifts. We defined these as the main efficiency metrics in inspection. We also measured subjective feedback through a questionnaire and free-form comments. In addition, we observed the usage of the interfaces during the study sessions. A total of 24 graduate students (15 males and 9 females, mean age 28 AE 5 years, age range 22-42 years) were recruited as test participants. All participants were graduate students from biological, material, and information science. The participants filled out a pre-test questionnaire in which they responded to questions addressing their familiarity with handheld devices, AR, and picture-based guides on a 7-point Likert scale, where 1=not very familiar and 7=very familiar. The mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) were M=5.71, SD=1.37 for handheld devices, M=3.50, SD=1,72 for AR, and M=5.00, SD=1.65 for picture-based guides. The condition order (4 Â 3 Â 2 Â 1) was fully counterbalanced, meaning that each condition was conducted an equal number of times in each condition slot (slots: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th). The participants were given a total of three five-minute breaks between conditions to prevent the possible effects of fatigue from holding and moving with the iPad.
Interfaces
We developed two interfaces for a handheld tablet PC: an AR (Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c) interface and a non-AR picture interface (Figs. 3d, 3e, and 3f). Both interfaces displayed textual annotations as white bubbles with red borders. A blue progress bar was shown to visualize how many targets remained to be inspected. Furthermore, both interfaces featured "YES" and "NO" buttons for answering questions contained in the annotations (see Section 3.3). The test device was a 4th generation iPad tablet 1 with a 1.4 GHz dual core processor, 1 GB memory, and a 9.7-inch display with a resolution of 1;536 Â 2;048 pixels. Its operating system was iOS version 7.2. Both interfaces could be used only in portrait orientation.
Augmented Reality Interface
The AR interface showed 3D-registered annotations overlaid on the environment in a live video feed (Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c). If an annotation was outside the field of view of the camera, a dynamic 2D indicator was displayed, pointing to the direction of the annotation (Fig. 3b) , because the system has knowledge of other annotation' positions. We used an arrow to visualize direction because this has been shown in previous studies to be the most effective means of indicating offscreen content visualization [31] . That a direction indicator of the location of a component in a large workspace can be displayed is one of the advantages of using AR. We implemented SLAM and natural feature point tracking to track and map the environment. SLAM utilizes video images (resolution 480 Â 640 pixels) of the camera of the handheld device and internal sensors to track the environment. SLAM constantly updates the tracked environment map. If the tracking fails, the interface displays instructions for initializing the tracking again (Fig. 3a) . Tracking can be initialized only from one specific viewpoint. Our implementation does not visualize the feature points tracked by SLAM. The AR interface did not have a zoom function; zooming in on the view was possible only by moving the device closer to the object.
Picture Interface
The picture interface, considered a non-AR interface, displayed non-registered 3D annotations overlaid on images that were taken from a top-down viewpoint (Fig. 3d) . The interface switched the image according to the section (see Section 3.2) of the task environment in which the target was located. The resolution of the images displayed by the interface was 1;536 Â 2;048; they were captured with the same 4th generation iPad. An image was initially fully visible, and participants could zoom and pan (Figs. 3e and 3f) to obtain a better view of the target. When a user tapped either of the answer buttons, the initial level of the image zooming was restored. We chose a picture interface for comparison because it had been shown to be the most effective non-AR interface in previous studies [5] , [13] . We used real pictures instead of sketches because our objective was to mimic a scenario where annotations could also have easily been created in situ using only a handheld device, as in various commercial handheld applications.
Tasks
The participants performed two test tasks (Fig. 4 ): a low mobility task and a high mobility task. In both tasks, the participants were instructed to answer 20 yes/no questions about the targets in the environment (for example, "Is the cable connected correctly?"). We used the same type of questions and wording with both AR and picture interfaces. An example question can be seen in Fig. 3 . We did not use any specific wording pattern to form the interrogative sentences. The physical environment in both tasks was divided into sections. The environment of the low mobility task was divided into two sections and the high mobility task was divided into four sections or quadrants. The scale of the low mobility task was smaller than the scale of the high mobility task and the targets were distributed over a smaller area. Therefore, the low mobility task required less physical movement and fewer viewpoint alignments to see the targets clearly (for example, to read a serial code clearly, it was easier to view it from the correct direction). All sections consisted of one desktop PC placed on its side on top of a 70-cm high table. In the high mobility task, there were two section pairs that resembled each other with minor differences; the objective was to mimic a real-world environment such as a server facility that has many similarities.
The 20 targets in both tasks were distributed equally among the sections (yellow numbers in Fig. 4 ; five targets per section in the low mobility task and ten in the high mobility task). The targets were placed so that for each section of the environment there was a specific viewing angle from which to conduct the inspection (yellow arrows in Fig. 4 ). From these viewing angles, the targets could be clearly observed without occlusion. However, it was not, in fact, necessary to indicate the specific viewpoint because the participants needed only to stand on the correct side of the environment (two sides in the low mobility task and four in the high mobility task; see Fig. 4 ). The picture interface provided separate images for each section, two images for the low mobility task and four images for the high mobility task. We used separate images for each section, because if only one image had been used, some targets would have been occluded because of the 3D structure of the environment. Both tasks involved a total of eight viewpoint alignments between sections.
Only one annotation was displayed at a time. Annotations were binary yes/no questions that the participants were required to answer. For example, "Is the cable connected?" or "Have three screws been placed?" We consider the information density in both tasks high because the task environment contained several similar cables and other computer parts in close proximity to each other. Here, information density refers to the possible targets within an environment. Because of the within-group design of the study, we prepared two equally difficult versions of both tasks: two equally difficult versions of the low mobility task and two equally difficult versions of the high mobility task. The equal difficulty level similarity between the versions (e.g., between the two different versions of the low mobility task) were validated in a pilot study. Both versions included targets of the same type but in different locations. The distance between the targets was the same. Different task versions were randomized and counterbalanced within the test sessions.
Objective Measurements
We took three objective measurements: task time, error rate, and the number of gaze shifts. Task time refers to the total time taken to inspect all 20 targets in each condition. Participants started the timing manually, and it was automatically stopped after they had inspected all 20 targets. No time limit was set for the tasks.
Error rate measurements were based on the number of errors in the answers of the participants to the binary yes/ no questions. For example, one question was "Is the blue cable connected?" After reading the question, a participant had to check the status of the blue cable. If the cable was connected and a participant answered "yes," it was counted as a correct answer. In addition to the cables, participants had to verify the serial numbers on parts, placement of memory and other card modules, number of screws, and other computer assembly-related issues. A correct answer was either "yes" or "no", both tasks included 10 questions to which the correct answer was "yes" and 10 where the correct answer was "no." The highest theoretical error count was thus 20. If a participant had answered only "yes" or only "no" the total number of errors would have been 10.
A gaze shift constitutes a sequence where a participant switches his/her eye focus from the display of the device to the environment followed by switching his/her focus back to the display of the device. This sequence was coded as one gaze shift event. All single gaze shift events during a trial were aggregated into one value for each participant.
Procedure
The user study procedure was as follows: a prequestionnaire, instructions, tutorial tasks, all four conditions, and a post-questionnaire. For the AR interface, we explained the tracking operation to the participants and the actions that they should perform if tracking was lost. For the picture interface, we emphasized the zooming function and explained that the device could also be rotated if necessary to align the viewpoint more easily.
Participants could practice using both interfaces in tutorial tasks, during which they received feedback. The purpose of the tutorial tasks was also to allow participants to become familiar with the computer hardware. After each condition, the participants filled out a questionnaire about the condition and were given a five-minute break. During the break, a short introduction to the interface in the next condition was given. After all the conditions were completed, the participants were invited to give free-form comments. The study took approximately 50 min per test participant.
Hypotheses
Our hypotheses focused on factors that are important measures of efficiency. The time spent on a task and the number of errors incurred are fundamental factors for maximizing work efficiency. The number of gaze shifts is important from the point of view of cognitive workload, which can affect the overall task efficiency. We formulated the following three hypotheses for our user study.
The task completion time when using the AR interface is less than the task completion time when using the picture interface. Because of the high information density and the several viewpoint alignments required, we assumed that information matching using the picture interface would require significantly more time and that the complexity of the task should not have a significant effect on the task time in the case of the AR interface because of its 3D-registered annotations.
H 2 : There is no difference between the interfaces in the number of errors. We considered that the overall number of errors should be very small because the targets (cables, screws, etc.) were clear and there was no ambiguity regarding their status (e.g., whether or not a cable was connected). Despite a greater amount of time being required for the information matching, we considered that the picture interface should produce a number of errors that was as small as the AR interface errors.
H 3 : The AR interface causes fewer gaze shifts than the picture interface. Because the AR interface included 3D registered annotations, thus decreasing the amount of information matching, we considered that the AR interface should cause fewer gaze shifts between the display of the device and the environment, in contrast to the picture interface, which required the participants to constantly shift their gaze between the device and the environment.
RESULTS
In this section, we describe the results of each objective and subjective measurement separately. Table 1 summarizes the results of the quantitative measurements. Basically, we employed a repeated-measure ANOVA to verify the interaction effect of interface Â task. Fig. 5a shows the average task completion times. We noticed a significant difference between the interfaces in terms of the overall completion of time for both tasks. We checked the variance of the data by using Bartlett's test. According to the result of this test, we could not reject the assumption of equal variances (p = 0.015). Therefore, we decided to use a repeated-measure ANOVA, which showed that, when using the AR interface (both tasks: M = 208, SD = 21.21), the participants accomplished the task significantly faster than when using the picture interface (both tasks: M = 270, SD = 56.6): F (1, 23) = 13.162, p < .001. Similarly, we noticed a significant effect of the task difficulty on the completion time: F (1, 23) = 14.81, p = .001. The results support H 1 . We did not notice any significant interaction effect of interface Â task.
Task Completion Time
Number of Errors
We noticed a significant difference between the interfaces in terms of the overall error count for both tasks (Fig. 5b) . We checked the variance of the data by using Bartlett's test. According to the results of this test, we could not reject the assumption of equal variances (p = 0.020). Therefore, we decided to use a repeated-measure ANOVA. To verify H 2 , i.e., the AR interface produces a smaller number of errors, we used a repeated-measure ANOVA, which showed that the AR interface (both tasks: M = 0.87, SD = 0.93) caused significantly fewer errors than the picture interface (both tasks: M = 1.48, SD = 1.35): F (1, 23) = 6.279, p < .05. Similarly, and as expected, we noticed a significant effect of the task difficulty on the completion time: F (1, 23) = 4.613, p < .05. The results reject H 2 . We did not find a significant difference in terms of the interaction effect of interface Â task.
Gaze Shifts
Fig . 5c shows the average number of gaze shifts per minute. Gaze shifts were calculated manually from video recordings that were captured using an omni-directional camera placed in the middle of the environment. In the low mobility task (see Fig. 4 ) , the camera was in the upper corner between the two sections, and in the high mobility task, the camera was in the middle of the four sections. The calculation was performed three times by a single person. We checked the variance of the data by using Bartlett's test. According to the results, we could not reject the assumption of equal variances (p = 0.025). Therefore, we decided to use a repeated-measure ANOVA. We noticed a significant difference between the interfaces in terms of the overall gaze shift number for both tasks. A repeated-measure ANOVA showed that the AR interface (both tasks: M = 5.89, SD = 0.47) caused significantly fewer gaze shifts than the picture interface (both tasks: M = 13.91, SD = 0.74): F (1, 23) = 244.162, p < .001. The results support H 3 . We did not notice a significant difference according to the task difficulty or any significant interaction effect of interface Â task.
Subjective Feedback
We collected subjective feedback through a NASA TLX 2 questionnaire and written free-form comments. NASA TLX had a 7-point Likert scale. Table 1 shows the unweighted scores of the NASA TLX. A lower score indicates a better result. The average scores for each question are shown in Fig. 6 . The figure shows that the participants felt that the AR interface was better than the non-AR picture interface. The free-form comments revealed that several participants felt that locating targets with the AR interface was easy because they needed only to follow the red indication arrow if the annotation was not immediately visible on the screen of the devise. Participants also mentioned that it was frequently possible to conduct the inspection via the screen of the devise without looking directly at the target. However, some 2. http://human-factors.arc.nasa.gov/groups/TLX/ participants said that this was not always possible because of the low resolution (480 Â 640 pixels) of the video feed of the devise. The most serious issues in the AR interface were considered the occasional tracking problems, jittering of the 3D-registered annotations, and occlusion. A few participants stated that it was sometimes physically demanding to manipulate the device because the viewpoint had to be maintained in a certain position to allow them to see the annotations.
The participants commented that the picture interface was intuitive and easy to learn because they had previous experience with similar guides. Furthermore, they could hold the device in any position and orientation, which demanded less physical effort. The most serious drawback of the picture interface was the difficulty in locating the information of the test environment based on the nonregistered annotations. Finally, a few participants stated that it was easy to make mistakes when using the picture interface because of the high information density.
Observations
When using the AR interface, the participants occasionally (0-2 times per participant) experienced loss of tracking because they moved the device fast or tried to zoom in by moving the device too close to targets in the environment. If an annotation was off-screen, several participants panned and moved the device rather than first rotating the viewpoint. This sideways movement caused greater vulnerability to tracking issues. The tracking initialization was not always instant, and sometimes participants had to spend time making very subtle viewpoint adjustments to operate the tracking function. A few participants perceived the location of the target incorrectly because of occlusion, which caused them to answer the yes/no questions incorrectly. Sometimes, participants bumped into the computers in the environment while moving because they were focusing only on the augmented representation of the environment on the display of the devise, ignoring the real environment.
When they used the picture interface, the high information density caused participants to occasionally inspect incorrect targets within a section, for example, when several cables having a close resemblance were in near proximity to each other. A few times, participants inspected an entirely incorrect section, which occurred more frequently because of several similarities between the sections. Most participants rotated their body according to the angle in the images, but some rotated the handheld device in their hands to match the viewpoint in the picture with the environment.
DISCUSSION
The discussion is divided into two sections. In the first, we interpret the results in terms of the hypotheses, and in the second, we concentrate on the various aspects of the interfaces and tasks used in the study.
Measurements
We speculate that the AR interface produced faster results for two main reasons. First, participants did not need to match the information in the guide with the environment. Second, they could conduct most of the inspections through the representation of the environment on the display of the tablet. Comprehending and transforming information from annotations was more demanding when using the picture interface in our test tasks. However, we assume that the difference in task completion times would decrease if the users were more familiar with the environment because locating the correct section and the targets within a section would become easier in the case of the picture interface. Increased familiarity would not affect the use of AR significantly because users would still simply follow the instructions on the screen. In the case of the AR interface, the most important factor affecting the task time may be the scale of the environment, because users must move more between targets, and movement can cause more tracking issues.
The overall average error rates were higher than expected. Based on the observations and subjective feedback, we speculate that the most frequent cause of errors was that the participants did not inspect the correct targets. In the case of the AR interface, errors were caused by the issues in the technical implementation of our HAR system itself because it did not include means of handling occlusion and did not provide the participants with instructions about the specific viewing angles. In the picture condition, errors were related to issues in information matching and the alignment of the images and the task environment.
These observations showed that the problems in the AR condition were technology-related, whereas in the picture condition, they were caused by more fundamental issues related to information matching. Furthermore, a longer task time and increased fatigue may be additional reasons for increased errors, since they may cause users to lose concentration. Although the task time for each test was quite short, the effort involved in holding a tablet device and moving around can affect the concentration of the user. In addition, the average scores in the NASA TLX questionnaire for the AR interface are lower (lower is better) than the average scores of the picture interface. Based on these observations, we can assume that the information density affected the number of errors in the case of both interfaces. The test participants were graduate students, and inspection experts might have made fewer errors during the inspection, as they would have been more familiar with complex machine environments.
The differences between the interfaces in the number of gaze shifts were very high, as expected. Because of the non-registered annotations, the picture interface requires users to constantly shift their eye gaze between the device and the environment. Furthermore, the fact that the gaze shifts were very frequently very quick may have substantially affected their overall number. Although a small number of gaze shifts is, in general, considered positive [32] , focusing solely on the augmented representation of the environment on the screen of the devise can cause safety issues; we observed that sometimes participants bumped into the computers in the environment. The smaller average number of gaze shifts in the high mobility task could have been caused by the participants spending more time on moving from one target to another and not shifting their gaze while moving. However, we did not measure this.
Based on the objective results, we can state that AR was more effective in terms of efficiency. Our subjective measurements strongly correlate with the objective results. We did not objectively measure time spent on mental rotation and angle alignments; however, the subjective feedback suggests that this was an issue in the case of the picture interface, providing additional implications that the need for mental rotation can affect the work efficiency of users in real-world inspection tasks.
We consider that two factors can explain the differences in our results compared to the results of previous studies involving HAR and picture interfaces [11] , [13] : our tasks did not require physical manipulation and the information density of our test environment was higher. However, a few interface improvements could render the use of HAR viable, even when physical manipulation is necessary.
We did not measure device movement, and, as mentioned, some of the participants noted the manipulability issues of HAR. Even if the AR interface requires the user to move the device more frequently, we do not consider this was an issue in the case of our test tasks, because they were rather short, and the other measurements were in favor of AR. However, in inspection tasks that take a longer time, the amount of device movement required and the fatigue of the user would be a very important measurement.
Interfaces and Tasks
The interfaces we evaluated were very simple presentations of AR and picture guides. Since the minimum features and functionality involved in the study allowed us to focus better on the differences in the information presentation media, we were able to obtain more generalizable results. However, both interfaces could be improved. For example, the AR interface could provide instructions about specific viewpoints for avoiding occlusion. In the AR interface, the feature-based SLAM library was used for tracking the device movement. Feature-based SLAM can estimate a sparse 3D structure of a target environment. To handle occlusion, a dense SLAM algorithm, such as DTAM [33] , is required to obtain surface information of the target environment. Furthermore, the addition of a freeze mode could facilitate manipulability. The picture interface could display an overview or an indication of the location of the section where the target is to be found.
However, a separate overview might have rendered the use of the interface more complex.
One of the advantages of a picture interface is that users can easily obtain an overview of the environment and zoom in and out without moving the device or changing their position. Thus, if users are familiar with the environment, they can more quickly obtain an approximate location of the section and the target when using a picture interface. However, one of the benefits of AR is that no additional time is required for familiarization with the environment.
We did not objectively measure learnability, but we can speculate that the AR interface is more difficult to learn simply because users are not familiar with the technology, whereas most users of handheld devices are familiar with interacting with pictures via touch gestures, suggesting that even a simple AR interface may not be suitable for widespread adoption without appropriate user training or improved instructions within the interface.
We did not include a task that does not require viewpoint alignments because AR has not been shown to offer significant benefits over picture interfaces in this type of task [11] , [13] . If the viewpoint is not fixed, while using the picture interface the user could place the handheld picture guide in a fixed position, which would allow easy manipulability. The complexity of inspection tasks can vary considerably according to the real-world domain, meaning that the effectiveness of an AR compared to a picture interface can also vary. The purpose of our test tasks was to provide a generic representation of complex inspection tasks and shed light on the advantages and disadvantages of both interfaces in these types of task. The inputs to our interfaces were only binary, but real world inspection may require more complex inputs and the observation of 2D content, such as text or charts. Thus, handheld devices are a more attractive option than HMDs in inspection tasks.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we compared the effectiveness of a handheld AR and a non-AR picture interface in terms of efficiency in inspection tasks with high information density that require the user to move and perform several viewpoint alignments. We showed that the AR interface was more effective in terms of the task completion time, error rate, and number of gaze shifts of the users, mainly because the 3D-registered annotations in the AR interface made matching information from the guide to the environment effortless.
Our research goal was to empirically validate the advantages of an HAR over a picture interface in procedural observation tasks, which are otherwise known only from anecdotal evidence. The results of our study provide valuable insights into the practicality of HAR. A quantitative evaluation can strongly support prior expectations, and our results can be used as evidence of the usefulness of HAR products. It has been proven that HAR provides easy-to-use techniques for correctly positioning the annotations in 3D [34] , [35] without using any external hardware. The existence of these techniques and the results of our study allow us to state that AR by means of off-the-shelf handheld devices is already a practical option in real-world task support.
In future work, we plan to make several improvements to both interfaces. Better occlusion handling as well as a freeze mode and zooming capability could be added to the AR interface to prevent users from bumping into objects. In addition, the AR interface should provide real-time feedback about the tracking quality and initialization. The picture interface could provide better indications as to the section of the environment from which the images were captured. Finally, we will consider a combination of AR and a picture interface that allows users to seamlessly zoom in and out and switch between the two guide types.
We also need to evaluate the AR interface in additional real-world inspection tasks to gain a broader understanding of the benefits and issues related to this interface. We are also planning to compare the two interfaces in tasks that require physical manipulation in addition to direct observation. Furthermore, we need to evaluate interfaces in tasks where the targets are distributed in a larger 3D space, for example, on several horizontal and vertical surfaces. Toshiyuki Yoshitake received the BS and MS degrees in electrical engineering from Nagoya University, in 1996 and 1998, respectively. He is the research manager of the Media Processing Laboratory at Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. His main interests include augmented reality, computer vision, and 3D computer graphics.
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